The Boy Who Cried
Werewolf
by J. H. Reynolds
JF Reynolds
Max investigates the community’s
secret past before discovering
that his father was killed by a
legendary werewolf.

The Griffins of Castle Cary
by Heather Shumaker
JF Shumaker
Meg, Will and Ariel visit their
eccentric aunt in England, where
they investigate local secrets about
troublesome thieving ghosts.

Just South of Home
by Karen Strong
JF Strong
Sarah's summer plans are upended
by the arrival of her trouble-making
cousin, who orchestrates an visit to a
haunted landmark before
uncovering a tragic event in their
community's history.

Bone Hollow
by Kim Ventrella
JF Ventrella
Gabe was on top of his guardian's
roof, trying to rescue her prize
chicken, when the tornado struck,
and after that he was dead, though it
takes some time for him to realize it.

Children

Archimancy
by J. A White
JF White
Sent to a strange boarding school
where she discovers that she can see
ghosts, Cordelia teams up with a
fellow medium and the class
genius to uncover their school’s
sinister origins.

Scary Stories

Juvenile Graphic Novel
Apocalypse Taco
by Nathan Hale
JGN Hale
Twins Axl and Ivan make a late-night
fast-food run for a high school
theater crew but return to discover
that aliens have copied everything.

Juvenile Story Collection
Scream and Scream
Again!
by R. L. Stine
JSC Scream
Scary short stories, collected in
conjunction with the Mystery Writers
of America.

Spine tingling thrills and chills

Juvenile Non-Fiction
The Big Book of Monsters:
The Creepiest Creatures
from Classic Literature
by Hal Johnson
J001.944 Joh
Monster profiles from 25 works of
classic literature, including Dracula,
Cyclops and the Invisible Man.
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Juvenile Fiction
Out To Get You: 13 Tales of
Weirdness and Woe
by Josh Allen
JF Allen
A collection of thirteen short stories
that reveals frightening secrets
lurking in everyday objects.

Small Spaces
by Katherine Arden
JF Arden
Finding solace in books in the wake
of a tragic loss, Ollie rescues a book
from being destroyed and discovers
within its pages the chilling story of a
girl who made a fateful bargain with
a sinister specter.

The Forgotten Girl
by India Hill Brown
JF Brown
Iris discovers an abandoned grave
before experiencing vivid nightmares
that compel her to investigate a
Black cemetery from the segregation
era.

A Box of Bones

Trace
by Pat Cummings
JF Cummings
Spotting a ghost in historical
clothing in the basement of the New
York Public Library, a recently
orphaned African-American student
makes unexpected discoveries about
his own family's past.

Watch Hollow
by Gregory Funaro
JF Funaro
Journeying to an isolated small town
to help their father repair a
mysterious cuckoo clock in a oncegrand manor, Lucy and Oliver
discover that the magic within the
house, and the animal guardians
charged with protecting it, are in dire
need of help.

The Strangers
by Margaret Peterson Haddix
JF Haddix
Receiving reports that three children
with their names and birthdates
have been kidnapped, three siblings
investigate complex codes, hidden
rooms and a dangerous secret that
turns their lives upside down.

by Marina Cohen
JF Cohen
After receiving a wooden puzzle box
at a town festival, Kallie figures out
how to open the box and finds that
her fate seems to be connected
to a young bone carver from
another time.

Guest: A Changeling Tale
by Mary Downing Hahn
JF Hahn
Mollie traverses perilous lands to
retrieve her baby brother, Thomas,
from malicious sprites who snatched
him and left a hideous changeling in
his place.

Scary Stories for Young
Foxes
by Christian McKay Heidicker
JF Heidicker
A collection of eight connected
stories that follows a group of fox
kits as they fight to survive in an
unforgiving wilderness.

The Bone Garden
by Heather Kassner
JF Kassner
Magically tethered to her cruel
creator, a girl made of dust and
imagination struggles for survival in
the face of her deteriorating bones
while seeking the truth about her
mysterious origins.

The Ghost in Apartment
2R
by Denis Markell
JF Markell
After discovering a ghost in his
apartment, Danny and his friends try
to learn the spirit's origins and bring
it to rest.

Ghost and Bone
by Andrew Prentice
JF Prentice
A cursed boy who brings death to
everything he touches embarks on a
journey to a magical city of ghosts to
find out who he really is.

